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We introduce to our readers and public general yet
another edition of Movimento journal. This time, it is in its
traditional paper edition, and for the first time, in its electronic
edition. We worked hard last year and were able to digitalize all
previous editions, from the first number in September 1994 to
2007. This entire collection was offered free-of-charge as a way
to celebrate 13 years of uninterrupted existence, updated for the
community of researchers, professors and physical education
students. With this step, it was possible to integrate the CAPES
web site and make all the material available for the community
on-line. This action also permitted its definitive inclusion in
important Latin American indexers. Even more important,
during the first days of 2008, we received approval for
Movimento’s indexation in Latin American Health Science
Literature (LILACS). No doubt, this is an important step.
These facts, plus the journal’s complete computerization
by the Electronic Journal Publishing System (SEER) platform,
have been providing transparency and speed to the text
submission process and ensuring the journal’s reliability in the
community. Furthermore, as a result of this transparency and its
classification in QUALIS and CAPES, we have been receiving a
significant number of articles and essays for evaluation, a fact
that has led us to “explore” and intensify the work of evaluators,
unto whom we confer a great part of the responsibility for the
Journal’s editorial success.
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Nowadays, it is not an easy task to publish a non-profit
journal and socialize knowledge, without cost, to the
community. We depend greatly on our collaborators' good will,
on the abnegation of our workers and on the dispute for scarce
public resources. There are occasions when even mailing
resources disappeared. Over recent years, with resources from
the Ministry of Sports, we have been able to maintain a certain
stability, but we still do not have the "merits" to receive CNPq
resources, something which in reality is hard to understand since
the Movimento journal meets the same requirements as other
journals that are benefited by its funds.
Regardless, 2008 has reserved some other challenges for
us, such as publishing the magazine in other languages to give it
greater visibility and circulation. This year we hope to publish
Movimento in English. We believe that the Physical Education
knowledge area, due to the quality of its researchers and volume
of its production, needs a national journal that reaches
"International B", and that is not only a task for the publishers of
a scientific journal, but also involves investments and political
mobilization of the entire knowledge area. Brazilian Physical
Education already does what is most important. In other words,
we already have interesting, diversified and highly qualified
studies. Just take a look at what graduate studies in the area are
doing. The articles and essays that are part of this edition are a
sample of what we want to say.
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This edition received collaborations from José Francisco
Chicon with the article “Inclusion and exclusion in the context
of physical education at school”; Edgard Matiello Júnior,
Aguinaldo Gonçalves, Jéssica Félix Nicácio Martinez with the
text “Overcoming risks in health-related physical activity”; Ana
Paula da Rosa Cristino, Hugo Norberto Krug reporting on the
study entitled “A reflexive-critical look at the ongoing studies of
physical education teachers at municipal schools in Santa Maria
(RS)”; Zenólia C. Campos Figueiredo with “Social-corporal
experiences and the formation of physical education faculty”;
Rafael Júnio Andrade, Eveline Torres Pereira, Maria Izabel
Vieira Botelho, Sílvio Ricardo da Silva with the essay
“Destroyed labor and leisure functionality: possible relations in
highly modern times”; João Batista Freire and Ciro Goda with
“Fabriplaying: game workshops as an educational proposal in
the early elementary grades”; Cibele Biehl Bossle calls our
attention with the text “The Personal Trainer and taking care of
oneself: a perspective of professional mediation”; Beatriz
Staimbach Albino and Alexandre Fernandez Vaz present “The
Body and its Techniques of Beauty: on the Schemes of Culture
Industry in “Boa Forma” magazine”; Adilson Sant'Ana Cardoso
and Lucélia Justino Borges with “Influential factors in why the
elderly give up on physical exercise programs”; and finally
Verônica Regina Müller, Larissa Michelle Lara, Giuliano
Gomes de Assis Pimentel, Sonia Maria Toyoshima Lima, Ieda
Parra Barbosa Rinaldi, Roseli Terezinha Selicani Teixeira, Luiz
Silva Santos, Rogerio Massarotto de Oliveira introduce the
abstract “Hitler’s children: testimonies of a manipulated
generation’.
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In conclusion, dear reader, we want to underscore the
obvious. The perspective of a journal’s publishers is often
skewed by emotion and some partiality, which does not always
coincide with the perspective of its readers. We believe
Movimento is very good, but in order to calibrate our
perspective, we would like your opinion. So, if you have any
criticism, suggestion, whatever it may be, send it to us. It will
most certainly be taken into account so we can position
Movimento within the spectrum of the scientific community’s
aspirations. Write us, and pleasant reading.
The publishers

